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SEEKING INALIENAB,LE RIGHTS
Texans and Their Ouests for Ju~;tice
Edited by Debra A. Reid
"An informative collection of articles illustrating the multifarious ways in which Texans over time perceived the
meaninq of inalienable rights."-Arnoldo De LeeSn, professor of history. Angelo State University
224 pp.17 b&w photos. Index. Cloth $45.00; Paperback $22.50
HISTORY AHEAD
Stories beyond the Texas Roads:ide Markers
Dan K. Utley and Cynthia J. Beeman
Introduces readers to the rich. colorful, and sometimes action-packed and humorous stories behind the text
emblazoned on roadside markers.
256 pp. 53 color, 26 b&w photos. 3map). Flexbound $23.00
HOW DID DAVY DIE? ,AND WHY DO WE CARE SO MUCH?
Dan Kilqore and James E. Crisp
Over 30 years ago Kilgore ignited contl'Oversy with his book, where he asserts that Davv Crockett did not die
on the ramparts of the Alamo, but rather before a firing squad. In this enlarged, commemorative edition Crisp
reviews its origins and impact.
98 pp. 2line art Cloth $18.95
THE MOODYS OF GAL.VESTON AND THEIR MANSION
Henry Wiencek
Foreword by Robert L MoodV Sr.
Epilogue by E. Douglas McLeod
Wiencek retells the fascinating story 01 the Galveston Moodys, their bU!iiness empires, and the history of their
four-story mansion.
136 pp. 15 color. 76 b&w photos_ Flexbound $19.95
